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Conservative Party

Green Party

Liberal

NDP

Peoples Party of Canada

Bloc

Key Word: Canadians

Key Word: Canadian

Key Word: Canadians

Key Word: Canadians

Key Word: government

Key Word: Bloc Québécois

Score: 30

Score: 30

Score: 30

Score: 30

Score: 30

Score: 30

Highlight: Canadians are looking

Highlight: A Green government

Highlight: we gave Canadians the

Highlight: The Liberals, the

Highlight: no broad-based

Highlight: Les femmes et les

for help, and Justin Trudeau has

will re-introduce legislation to

tax break they deserve – putting

Conservatives, and their revolving

reduction in the tax burden will

hommes du Bloc Québécois sont

proven he cannot be trusted to

enshrine UNDRIP in Canadian law

hundreds of dollars back into the

door of corporate influencers do

ever be possible with a

indépendantistes et travaillent

deliver it.

and implement the calls to action

pockets of the middle class by

not want to change things for

government that keeps growing

exclusivement pour le Québec.

from the Truth and Reconciliation

cutting their taxes and asking the

Canadians – because the system

and paying for new programs

Key Word: conservative

Commission and the Inquiry into

wealthiest one per cent of

that has failed ordinary families is

with borrowed money.

government

Missing and Murdered

Canadians to pay a little more.

workin g perfectly for the people

Score: 29

Indigenous Women and Girls.

Highlight: A new Conservative

and corporations at the very top.
Key Word: canada

Key Word: Québec
Score: 29

Key Word: tax

Highlight: Les femmes et les

Score: 29

hommes du Bloc Québécois sont

government led by Prime

Key Word: climate

Score: 29

Key Word: democrats

Highlight: they all made

indépendantistes et travaillent

Minister Andrew Scheer will:

Score: 29

Highlight: To limit the housing

Score: 29

spending promises totalling tens

exclusivement pour le Québec.

Introduce the Universal Tax Cut

Highlight: It is easier to ignore a

speculation that can drive up

Highlight: A New Deal for People

of billions of dollars and

To support all Canadians, we will

looming threat, like the climate

home prices, we will also put in

NEW DEMOCRATS’

proposed targeted tax measures

Key Word: Canada

reduce the tax rate on income

emergency, than to face up to

place a consistent national tax on

COMMITMENTS TO YOU My

that will only complicate

Score: 28

under $47,630 from 15 per cent

the challenge.

vacant residential properties

Commitments for a New Deal for

Canada’s tax system and make it

Highlight: Chaque fois que le

owned by non-Canadians who

People Dear friends, It’s time for

less fair.

Québec a misé sur un parti

don’t live in Canada.

real results for people like you.

to 13.75 per cent.
Key Word: health

canadien, les intérêts du Canada

Key Word: Justin Trudeau

Score: 28

Score: 28

Highlight: If we are divided as a

Key Word: protect

Key Word: communities

Score: 28

Highlight: Having campaigned in

people, we may lose the greatest

Score: 28

Score : 28

Highlight: Balancing the Budget

Key Word: plateforme politique

2015 to offer “real help to

opportunity ever before any

Highlight: Thanks to the trust you

Highlight: From our downtowns

in Two Years and Cutting Taxes

Score: 27

Canada’s middleclass and all

society for our economy, our

placed in us, and driven by your

and suburbs to small towns and

Issue After breaking their

Highlight: PLATEFORME

those working hard to join it,”

health and progress.

hard work, we’re helping more

rural communities,

promise to eliminate the deficit

POLITIQUE CAMPAGNE

and adding $70 billion to the

ÉLECTORALE 2019 Les
Québécoises et les Québécois,

Justin Trudeau is instead making

Key Word: plan

people make ends meet, we’re

life more difficult for the families

Key Word: government

making life easier for parents

Key Word: care

debt, the Liberals now plan to

he promised to support.

Score: 27

who want to build a better life for

Score: 27

add another $94 billion to it in
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Highlight: The British government

their kids, we’re doing more to

Highlight: It’s harder to get the

Key Word: support

prepared a daily report on public

protect our environment, and

health care we need as families

Score: 26

Score: 27

morale.

we’re keeping our economy

pay more out-of-pocket for

Highlight: Avec une forte

strong and growing in an

everything from home care to

Key Word: Canadian

députation bloquiste à Ottawa, la

increasingly difficult world.

prescription drugs.

Score: 27

voix du Québec se fera aussi

Highlight: Abolishing it would

entendre haut et fort sur les

Highlight: Having campaigned in

the next four years.

Key Word: Ottawa

2015 to offer “real help to

Key Word: Greens

Canada’s middleclass and all

Score: 26

those working hard to join it,”

Highlight: Greens will support

Key Word: economy

Key Word: country

encourage every Canadian to

questions de politique étrangère,

Justin Trudeau is instead making

Indigenous Peoples’ work and

Score: 27

Score: 26

save and invest more and would

de défense et de commerce

life more difficult for the families

efforts towards self-

Highlight: Thanks to the trust you

Highlight: People across the

give our entrepreneurs access to

international.

he promised to support.

determination to ensure no one

placed in us, and driven by your

country are worried about what

a larger pool of capital.

is left behind or excluded from

hard work, we’re helping more

the future holds and how their

their rightful heritage.

people make ends meet, we’re

children will make a life for

Key Word: federal government

ÉLECTORALE

making life easier for parents

themselves.

Score: 26

Score: 25

Highlight: A People’s Party

Highlight: PLATEFORME

Key Word: plan
Score26

Key Word: CAMPAGNE

Highlight: The Green Public

Key Word: economy

who want to build a better life for

Transit Tax Credit is part of A

Score : 25

their kids, we’re doing more to

Key Word: jobs

government will explore options

POLITIQUE CAMPAGNE

Real Plan to Protect Our

Highlight: If the world is to avoid

protect our environment, and

Score: 25

to replace the paternalistic Indian

ÉLECTORALE 2019 Les

Environment – a plan that strikes

climate breakdown, scientists are

we’re keeping our economy

Highlight: The number of

Act, which keeps aboriginals in a

Québécoises et les Québécois,

a balance between conserving

warning we must move to a

strong and growing in an

uninsured people forced to skip

state of dependency and allows

our environment for future

renewable energy economy -

increasingly difficult world.

their medications is growing as

the federal government to

Key Word: politique

generations, protecting our

starting now and achieved by

more people work on contract,

control most aspects of their

CAMPAGNE

children from the effects of

2050.

Key Word: communities

are self-employed, or in jobs that

lives, with a new legal framework

Score: 24

Score: 26

just don’t come with health

that guarantees equal rights and

Highlight: PLATEFORME

benefits.

responsibilities to aboriginal

POLITIQUE CAMPAGNE

climate change, making a real
impact on global emissions

Key Word: Canada

Highlight: We invested in

reduction, and our core promise

Score: 24

Canadians over these past four

people as Canadians, and

ÉLECTORALE 2019 Les

of leaving more money in the

Highlight: Facing facts and

years, and in turn they invested in

Key Word: government

promotes the self-reliance of

Québécoises et les Québécois,

pockets of Canadians.

organizing ourselves to confront

their communities – creating

Score: 24

communities.

a challenge is how we will build a

more than a million new jobs,

Highlight: And we’ll start by

Key Word: Canada

robust and resilient society in the

and driving Canada’s

doing what we, as social

Key Word: Liberals

Score: 23

Score: 25

face of a changing climate – in

unemployment and poverty rates

democrats, believe government

Score: 25

Highlight: Le Bloc Québécois est
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Highlight: In fact, by admission of

Canada and around the world.

to record lows.

the Trudeau Liberals, with the

exists to do: Work together to

Highlight: Balancing the Budget

déterminé à faire des gains réels

take care of each other so

in Two Years and Cutting Taxes

et substantiels pour nos familles,

carbon tax in place, Canada is

Key Word: society

Key Word: tax

everyone benefits.

Issue After breaking their

pour nos aînés, pour notre

moving further and further away

Score: 23

Score: 25

Key Word: workers

promise to eliminate the deficit

économie, pour le

from this goal.

Highlight: Facing facts and

Highlight: we gave Canadians the

Score: 23

and adding $70 billion to the

développement durable et pour

Key Word: money

organizing ourselves to confront

tax break they deserve – putting

Highlight: We’ll work with other

debt, the Liberals now plan to

nos régions.

Score: 24

a challenge is how we will build a

hundreds of dollars back into the

levels of government, Indigenous

add another $94 billion to it in

Highlight: More Money in Your

robust and resilient society in the

pockets of the middle class by

communities, families and child

the next four years.

Pocket For You Life is expensive

face of a changing climate – in

cutting their taxes and asking the

care workers to ensure that care

enough without the government

Canada and around the world.

wealthiest one per cent of

is inclusive and responsive to the

Key Word: Canada

Highlight: C'est le cas encore

Canadians to pay a little more.

needs of all Canadian children.

Score: 24

aujourd'hui avec l'opposition de

Highlight: Canada is also

tous les partis fédéraux au droit

costing you more.
Key Word: Indigenous Peoples

Key Word: loi
Score: 22

Key Word: tax

Score: 22

Key Word: support

Key Word: lives

attracting less foreign direct

du Québec de se donner une loi

Score: 23

Highlight: Thanks to visionary

Score: 24

Score: 22

investment.

sur la laïcité.

Highlight: A new Conservative

leadership and courageous policy

Highlight: We will also move

Highlight: Medicare changed the

government led by Prime

decisions, Canada ends this

forward with more support for

lives of millions of people – and it

Key Word: deficit

Key Word: pétrolières

Minister Andrew Scheer will:

decade having made significant

our early childhood educators, to

is one of our party’s proudest a

Score: 23

Score: 21

Introduce the Universal Tax Cut

restitution for centuries of gross

ensure that across the country,

chievements.

Highlight: Balancing the Budget

Highlight: Ottawa court d'échec

To support all Canadians, we will

injustices against the Indigenous

they are better paid and trained

in Two Years and Cutting Taxes

en échec avec des politiques

reduce the tax rate on income

Peoples of this territory.

to take care of our kids.

Key Word: Canada

Issue After breaking their

incohérentes qui épargnent les

Score: 21

promise to eliminate the deficit

pétrolières de l'Ouest.

under $47,630 from 15 per cent
to 13.75 per cent.

Key Word: climate change

Key Word: life

Highlight: Most importantly, our

and adding $70 billion to the

Score: 21

Score: 23

pharmacare plan will mean a

debt, the Liberals now plan to

Key Word: développement

Key Word: parents

Highlight: With First Nations,

Highlight: Thanks to the trust you

healthier Canada where no one

add another $94 billion to it in

Score: 20

Score: 22

Métis and Inuit fully engaged,

placed in us, and driven by your

has to make the impossible

the next four years.

Highlight: Le Bloc Québécois est

Highlight: A family of four (two

Canada has managed an

hard work, we’re helping more

choice between the medicine

parents and two high school

economic and social transition

people make ends meet, we’re

they need and other e ssentials,

Key Word: taxes

et substantiels pour nos familles,

students) who regularly uses

that puts the country on track to

making life easier for parents

like rent and food.

Score: 22

pour nos aînés, pour notre

TransLink in Vancouver would

meet our obligations in the

who want to build a better life for

Highlight: Balancing the Budget

économie, pour le
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save around $800 per year.
Key Word: Andrew Scheer

global effort to limit climate

their kids, we’re doing more to

Key Word: health care

in Two Years and Cutting Taxes

développement durable et pour

change, while leaving nobody

protect our environment, and

Score: 20

Issue After breaking their

nos régions.

behind.

we’re keeping our economy

Highlight: Sincerely, Jagmeet

promise to eliminate the deficit

strong and growing in an

Singh, MP Leader, Canada’s New

and adding $70 billion to the

Key Word: banques

increasingly difficult world.

Democrats Making life more

debt, the Liberals now plan to

Score: 19

affordable for everyday people

add another $94 billion to it in

Highlight: Le Bloc Québécois est

the next four years.

le parti qui a soulevé le scandale

Score: 21
Highlight: A new Conservative

Key Word: climate emergency

government led by Prime

Score: 20

Minister Andrew Scheer will:

Highlight: One of the most

Key Word: progress

MEDICINE FOR ALL IN THE DAYS

Introduce the Universal Tax Cut

important things you can do is

Score: 22

BEFORE MEDICARE, NEW

To support all Canadians, we will

vote for the kind of unwavering

Highlight: Though we have made

Democrats saw their neighbours

Key Word: budget

des communes et qui a fait

reduce the tax rate on income

leadership that the climate

good progress supporting

suffer because they could not

Score: 21

reculer le gouvernement Trudeau

under $47,630 from 15 per cent

emergency requires.

growing businesses in Canada –

afford the health care they

Highlight: Balancing the Budget

dans l'application de sa Loi sur

including those led by women

needed.

in Two Years and Cutting Taxes

les Banques au détriment des

Issue After breaking their

consommateurs québécois.

to 13.75 per cent.

des commandites à la Chambre

Key Word: threat

and young people – nearly one in

Key Word: life

Score: 19

five entrepreneurs say it’s still a

Key Word: life

promise to eliminate the deficit

Score: 20

Highlight: It is easier to ignore a

challenge to get the financing

Score: 19

and adding $70 billion to the

Key Word: fédéraux

Highlight: Having campaigned in

looming threat, like the climate

they need from traditional

Highlight: We all want to take

debt, the Liberals now plan to

Score: 18

2015 to offer “real help to

emergency, than to face up to

financial institutions like banks

care of our loved ones, build a

add another $94 billion to it in

Highlight: Les partis fédéraux

Canada’s middleclass and all

the challenge.

and credit unions.

goo d life, and give a bright

the next four years.

auront beau promettre des cibles

those working hard to join it,”

future to the next generation.

Justin Trudeau is instead making

Key Word: risk

Key Word: kids

life more difficult for the families

Score: 18

Score: 21

he promised to support.

Highlight: We cannot risk being

de réduction des gaz à effet d'e
Key Word: spending

serre plus ambitieuses, rien ne

Key Word: Liberals

Score: 20

changera sans se donner les

Highlight: Thanks to the trust you

Score: 18

Highlight: they all made

leviers pour intervenir.

divided by those who seek

placed in us, and driven by your

Highlight: The Liberals, the

spending promises totalling tens

Key Word: taxes

political advantage through fear-

hard work, we’re helping more

Conservatives, and their revolving

of billions of dollars and

Key Word: péréquation verte

Score: 19

based rhetoric.

people make ends meet, we’re

door of corporate influencers do

proposed targeted tax measures

Score: 17

making life easier for parents

not want to change things for

that will only complicate

Highlight: Péréquation verte Le

Highlight: While every Canadian
taxpayer will see their income

Key Word: funding

who want to build a better life for

Canadians – because the system

Canada’s tax system and make it

Bloc Québécois d'emande au

taxes go down, those in the

Score: 17

their kids, we’re doing more to

that has failed ordinary families is

less fair.

fédéral d'utiliser son levier le plus

lowest bracket will see the

Highlight: We will work with the

protect our environment, and

workin g perfectly for the people
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biggest proportional benefit of

Métis National Council and

we’re keeping our economy

all.

Congress of Aboriginal Peoples

strong and growing in an

to meet the Supreme Court

increasingly difficult world.

Key Word: deficits

decision in Daniels with

Score: 18

meaningful funding and action.

Highlight: If Trudeau is given four

and corporations at the very top.

Key Word: provinces

changements climatiques :

Score: 19
Key Word: families

Highlight: It does not include

Key Word: taxe

Score: 17

expenses incurred by the

Score: 16

Key Word: helping

Highlight: It’s harder to get the

provinces, territories or

Highlight: D'une part, la taxe

Score: 20

health care we need as families

municipalities, which pick up

fédérale sur le carbone est

costs related to social services.

essentiellement remise à ceux qui

more years, he will keep breaking

Key Word: housing

Highlight: Thanks to the trust you

pay more out-of-pocket for

his promises and his neverending

Score: 16

placed in us, and driven by your

everything from home care to

deficits will force him to raise

Highlight: The platform speaks to

hard work, we’re helping more

prescription drugs.

taxes even more.

our immediate anxieties about

people make ends meet, we’re

affordability – in housing,

making life easier for parents

Key Word: support

Highlight: A People’s Party

who want to build a better life for

Score: 16

government will explore options

Key Word: commerce

Key Word: pockets

la paient plutôt qu'aux bons
Key Word: control

joueurs, ce qui en fait un incitatif

Score: 18

presque nul.

Score: 17

Key Word: green party

their kids, we’re doing more to

Highlight: Ac cessing financial

to replace the paternalistic Indian

international

Highlight: Andrew Scheer has a

Score: 15

protect our environment, and

support for your post-secondary

Act, which keeps aboriginals in a

Score: 15

plan to put more money in your

Highlight: Elizabeth May Leader

we’re keeping our economy

education shouldn’t be a debt

state of dependency and allows

Highlight: Avec une forte

pockets so you can get ahead.

Green Party of Canada “The era

strong and growing in an

sentence – we’ll make sure that

the federal government to

députation bloquiste à Ottawa, la

of procrastination, of half-

increasingly difficult world.

young people can start out in life

control most aspects of their

voix du Québec se fera aussi

without a crushing debt burden.

lives, with a new legal framework

entendre haut et fort sur les

that guarantees equal rights and

questions de politique étrangère,

Key Word: infrastructure

measures, of soothing, and

Score: 16

baffling expedients of delays is

Key Word: first nations

Highlight: To create and maintain

coming to a close.

Score: 19

Key Word: living

responsibilities to aboriginal

de défense et de commerce

Highlight: In the last four years

Score: 15

people as Canadians, and

international.

more good jobs, as Prime
Minister, Andrew Scheer will:

Key Word: health care

we have invested nearly $2 billion

Highlight: In many cities,

promotes the self-reliance of

Repeal Trudeau’s Carbon Tax

Score: 14

to build, repair, and upgrade

communities are facing constant

communities.

Stop Justin Trudeau’s attacks on

Highlight: Prescription medicines

public water systems in First

stress and the few affordable

small business Create a National

and dental care have been added

Nations communities, and

apartments available get

Key Word: countries

Highlight: La démonstrati on a

Energy Corridor Boost innovation

to the universal public health

working with First Nations

impossible choices between

Score: 17

été faite dans le passé,

Support economic immigration

care system that has defined this

partners have eliminated 87

paying for rent snapped up

Highlight: It’s unacceptable that

notamment avec le rapatriement

Get infrastructure built Promote

social contract for over 50 years.

long-term drinking water

quickly, and pe ople end up living

some aboriginal communities live

de la formation de la main-d

advisories.

or food; living in substandard

in conditions that resemble those

œuvre qui a rapporté plusieurs

interprovincial trade Support key
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Canadian industries Canada’s

Key Word: communities

potential is as vast as the

Score: 13

Key Word: moving

housing or forced to spend

distance between its shores.

Highlight: But major investments

Score: 18

relocating out of their

Key Word: Party Government

imposition des prestations pour

in infrastructure and restored

Highlight: We can keep moving

community; or worse, a huge

Score: 16

enfants, en permettant à nos

Key Word: families

natural areas are protecting

forward and build on the

chunk of their income on rent.

Highlight: A People’s Party

aînés d'augme nter leur revenu

Score: 15

families, communities and

progress we’ve made, or we can

government will: Get rid of the

ou la défense du système de

Highlight: Having campaigned in

transportation links from

go back to the hurtful cuts of the

Key Word: Conservative

deficit in two years through

gestion de l'offre pour nos

2015 to offer “real help to

flooding, fires, sea level rise and

Conservative years.

governments

spending cuts and fiscal

producteurs agricoles.

Canada’s middleclass and all

extreme storms.

Score: 14

prudence.

those working hard to join it,”

housing or in either inadequate

Key Word: care

Highlight: The stress that families

of third world countries.

milliards de dollars au Québec,
les congés parentaux, la non-

Key Word: gains réels

Justin Trudeau is instead making

Key Word: transition

Score: 17

carry, the worry that keeps

Key Word: refugees

Score: 13

life more difficult for the families

Score: 12

Highlight: But raising a family can

people up at night, and the

Score: 15

Highlight: Le Bloc Québécois est

he promised to support.

Highlight: With First Nations,

be expensive – especially in the

suffocating pressure that people

Highlight: Refugees: Ending

déterminé à faire des gains réels

Métis and Inuit fully engaged,

early years when many moms

feel as costs keep tightening the

Open Borders Policies and

et substantiels pour nos familles,

Key Word: tax credit

Canada has managed an

and dads are earning less, but

family bu dget – it’s caused by

Prioritizing Persecuted Groups

pour nos aînés, pour notre

Score: 14

economic and social transition

baby gear and child care costs

the choices that Liberal and

Issue The Liberal government is

économie, pour le

Highlight: Introduce the Green

that puts the country on track to

more.

Conservative governments have

deliberately attempting to erase

développement durable et pour

Public Transit Tax Credit To

meet our obligations in the

made to do less and less.

our borders.

nos régions.

provide much-needed relief for

global effort to limit climate

Key Word: families

transit users, we will introduce a

change, while leaving nobody

Score: 16

Key Word: Indigenous-lead

Key Word: immigrants

Key Word: Chambre des

credit for the purchase of public

behind.

Highlight: More Help for Families

science

Score: 14

communes

We will give families more time

Score: 13

Highlight: However, over the past

Score: 12

Key Word: first nations

and money to help raise their

Highlight: We will also expand

decades, the government of

Highlight: Le Bloc Québécois est

Key Word: communities

Score: 11

kids.

the Indigenous Guardians

Canada has pursued a policy of

le parti qui a soulevé le scandale

Score: 13

Highlight: For First Nations, Métis

Program, invest in Indigenous-

official multiculturalism that

des commandites à la Chambre

Highlight: It could connect rural

and Inuit, the reconciliation

Key Word: money

lead science and support the

encourages immigrants to keep

des communes et qui a fait

communities in Nova Scotia and

process is ongoing – the

Score: 15

creation of Indigenous-managed

the values and culture they left

reculer le gouvernement Trudeau

New Brunswick with vital

devastation of colonialism cannot

Highlight: More Help for Families

protected areas – and make sure

behind instead of integrating into

dans l'application de sa Loi sur

telecommunications

be undone in a decade – but

We will give families more time

that species recovery efforts

Canadian society and adopting

les Banques au détriment des

transit passes.
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infrastructure.

principles of reconciliation and

and money to help raise their

respect Indigenous rights and

restoration of rights have been

kids.

embrace traditional knowledge

Key Word: investment

entrenched at all levels of

Score: 12

decision-making.

Highlight: The panel will review

to increase biodiversity.
Key Word: Conservatives

Canadian values and culture.

consommateurs québécois.

Key Word: equalization

Key Word: marchés étrangers

payments

Score: 11

Score: 14

Key Word: commitment

Score: 13

Highlight: Les partis canadiens

Canada’s innovation programs to

Key Word: environment

Highlight: For many young

Score: 12

Highlight: corporate welfare,

s'allient contre le Québec,

make recommendations to

Score: 10

people starting their careers,

Highlight: And we’ll in troduce

foreign development aid, CBC,

comme cela a été le cas lors du

improve Canada’s

Highlight: Restore and augment

saving up enough to make a

legislation that enshrines

equalization payments, and

rapatriement de la Constitution,

competitiveness to attract more

Climate Change and Atmospheric

down payment on a home is a

Canada’s commitment to high-

funding for programs which are

lors de l'octroi des contrats de

jobs and investment.

Research funding to NSERC and

far-off dream – and for ten years,

quality,

provincial or municipal

plus de 30 milliards aux chantiers

ensure ongoing funding for the

Stephen Harper’s Conservatives

responsibilities.

navals d'Halifax et de Vancouver,

Key Word: technology

Polar Environment Atmospheric

did nothing to address this

Key Word: climate change

Score: 11

Research Laboratory, which the

growing problem.

Score: 11

Key Word: Conservatives

d'une garantie de prêt à Terre-

Highlight: Too many promising

Liberals failed to restore after the

Highlight: On the east coast, we’ll

Score: 12

Neuve pour concurrencer Hydro-

Canadian technology companies

funding ran out.

Key Word: investments

work to protect, enshrine, and

Highlight: Despite Canada

Québec sur les marchés

Score: 13

enforce the government’s owner-

already accepting more

étrangers.

have been sold to US investors,

ou alor s lors de l'offre fédérale

taking intellectual property and

Key Word: production

Highlight: Public Transit We will

operator and fleet separation

immigrants than almost any

wealth benefits away from

Score: 9

strengthen investments in public

policies, while ensur ing that our

other country, both the Liberals

Key Word: rapatriement

Canadians.

Highlight: Implement national

transit to shorten commute

small craft harbours get the

and Conservatives support an

Score: 10

standards for reducing the use of

times, cut air pollution, and grow

upgrades they need for safety

unsustainable increase in the

Highlight: Les partis canadiens

Key Word: environment

nitrogen fertilizers in crop

our economy.

and resilience to climate change.

annual immigration intake, and

s'allient contre le Québec,

Score: 10

agriculture, reducing erosion and

are using mass immigration as a

comme cela a été le cas lors du

Highlight: The Green Public

rebuilding soils to retain carbon,

Key Word: environment

Key Word: investments

political tool to buy votes among

rapatriement de la Constitution,

Transit Tax Credit is part of A

and transitioning away from

Score: 12

Score: 10

immigrant communities.

lors de l'octroi des contrats de

Real Plan to Protect Our

industrial livestock production.

Highlight: Thanks to the trust you

Highlight: Quebec continues to

placed in us, and driven by your

be a leader, and New Democrat

Key Word: aboriginals

navals d'Halifax et de Vancouver,

Environment – a plan that strikes

plus de 30 milliards aux chantiers

a balance between conserving

Key Word: legislation

hard work, we’re helping more

governments in British Columbia

Score: 11

ou alor s lors de l'offre fédérale

our environment for future

Score: 8

people make ends meet, we’re

and Alberta have shown that

Highlight: A People’s Party

d'une garantie de prêt à Terre-

generations, protecting our

Highlight: A Green government

making life easier for parents

investments in chil d care make a

government will explore options

Neuve pour concurrencer Hydro-
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children from the effects of

will re-introduce legislation to

who want to build a better life for

real difference in the lives of

to replace the paternalistic Indian

Québec sur les marchés

climate change, making a real

enshrine UNDRIP in Canadian law

their kids, we’re doing more to

children, women, and families.

Act, which keeps aboriginals in a

étrangers.

impact on global emissions

and implement the calls to action

protect our environment, and

reduction, and our core promise

from the Truth and Reconciliation

we’re keeping our economy

Key Word: child care

the federal government to

Key Word: provinces

of leaving more money in the

Commission and the Inquiry into

strong and growing in an

Score: 9

control most aspects of their

Score: 9

pockets of Canadians.

Missing and Murdered

increasingly difficult world.

Highlight: He could have taken

lives, with a new legal framework

Highlight: Puisque ce sont les

Indigenous Women and Girls.
Key Word: Prime Minister

state of dependency and allows

real action against stagnating

that guarantees equal rights and

provinces qui contrôlent

Key Word: businesses

wages, sky-rocketing housing

responsibilities to aboriginal

l'aménagement du territoire, les

Score: 9

Key Word: infrastructure

Score: 11

costs, unaffordable child care,

people as Canadians, and

réseaux de transport en commun,

Highlight: A new Conservative

Score: 7

Highlight: To help more people

crushing student debt, and

promotes the self-reliance of

la production d'énergie et

government led by Prime

Highlight: But major investments

with disabilities go to school,

ballooning prescription drug

communities.

l'exploitation des ressou rces

Minister Andrew Scheer will:

in infrastructure and restored

enter the workforce, and join the

prices.

Introduce the Universal Tax Cut

natural areas are protecting

middle class, we will move

To support all Canadians, we will

families, communities and

forward with a new $40 million

Key Word: First Nations

governments

reduce the tax rate on income

transportation links from

per year national workplace

Score: 8

Score: 10

Key Word: leviers

under $47,630 from 15 per cent

flooding, fires, sea level rise and

accessibility fund, with a special

Highlight: In order to protect wild

Highlight: In order to protect

Score: 8

to 13.75 per cent.

extreme storms.

focus on making small and

salmon on the Pacific coast, we

local special interests, provincial

Highlight: Les partis fédéraux

medium-sized businesses more

will fully implement the

governments have adopted all

auront beau promettre des cibles

accessible.

recommendations of the Cohen

kinds of measures that erect

de réduction des gaz à effet d'e

Commission and work with the

barriers to trade and labour

serre plus ambitieuses, rien ne

mobility.

changera sans se donner les

Key Word: public transit

naturelles, il reste essentiellement
Key Word: provincial

deux leviers à Ottawa :

Score: 8

Key Word: municipalities

Highlight: Introduce the Green

Score: 6

Public Transit Tax Credit To

Highlight: On June 17, 2019, the

Key Word: government

pro vince of British Columbia and

provide much-needed relief for

Canadian parliament followed

Score: 10

First Nations to support the

transit users, we will introduce a

the example of several other

Highlight: We will also lead by

transition to land-based closed-

Key Word: targeted tax

credit for the purchase of public

countries, states, provinces and

example – directly hiring up to an

containment systems.

Score: 9

Key Word: émissions de GES

transit passes.

dozens of Canadian

additional 250 apprentices each

Highlight: they all made

Score: 7

municipalities and passed a

year, requiring that government

Key Word: sustainability

spending promises totalling tens

Highlight: la péréquation se

Key Word: foreign aid

resolution declaring we are in a

suppliers participate in the

Score: 7

of billions of dollars and

contente de compenser les

Score: 7

climate emergency.

Canadian Apprenticeship Service,

Highlight: Buying Canadian-made

proposed targeted tax measures

provinces laissées en plan par la

and requiring that federal

zero- emissions cars for

that will only complicate

mann e pétrolière plutôt que

Highlight: Reprioritize Foreign
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Aid To make sure that foreign aid

Key Word: child care

construction contracts meet

government fleets will help us

Canada’s tax system and make it

récompenser les économies

is only spent on the countries

Score: 5

targets for greater inclusion of

lead by example on sustainability,

less fair.

innovantes qui travaillent

that need it most, we will

Highlight: Poverty, income

women in the trades.

while creating good jobs here at

reprioritize Canada’s foreign aid

insecurity, student debt, lack of

budget and cut overall aid by 25

affordable housing, unsafe

Key Word: climate change

per cent.

drinking water, lack of access to

Score: 9

Key Word: infrastructure

Highlight: Over the past several

Key Word: lobbys anti-choix

home.

activement à réduire leurs
Key Word: global warming

émissions de GES.

Score: 8

family doctors and unaffordable

Highlight: Canadians know that

Score: 6

years, Canada has signed many

Score: 6

Key Word: climate change

child care are not inevitable in

climate change is real, and in the

Highlight: To make sure that

UN treaties, accords and

Highlight: Le Bloc n'a pas de

Score: 6

one of the richest countries in the

last four years, science has made

Canadians can succeed in a low-

compacts on issues ranging from

comptes à rendre au x grandes

Highlight: The Green Public

world.

it even more clear that the future

carbon future, the federal

global warming to migration and

pétrolières de l'Ouest, aux

of the planet is at risk.

government needs to step up to

sustainable development, that tie

banques de Bay Street ou aux

provide training and re-training

us to this corrosive globalist

lobbys anti-choix.

agenda.

Transit Tax Credit is part of A
Real Plan to Protect Our

Key Word: transportation

Environment – a plan that strikes

Score: 4

Key Word: infrastructure

for the next boom – making sure

a balance between conserving

Highlight: It is easy and safe to

Score: 8

that public investments are

our environment for future

bike and walk around our cities,

Highlight: A Commitment To

directed to clean energy,

Key Word: communities

Score: 5

generations, protecting our

thanks to programs that fund

Communities We will make sure

sustainable infrastructure and

Score: 7

Highlight: Le Bloc n'a pas de

children from the effects of

municipal active transportation

that provinces and territories

boosting energy efficiency in

Highlight: There are more than

comptes à rendre au x grandes

climate change, making a real

networks.

spend the federal infrastructure

communities across the country.

600 First Nations communities

pétrolières de l'Ouest, aux

dispersed across the country.

banques de Bay Street ou aux

impact on global emissions

money they receive on

reduction, and our core promise

Key Word: strengthening

of leaving more money in the

Score: 3

pockets of Canadians.

Highlight: A Green government

Key Word: free trade

infrastructure,

Key Word: Bay Street

Key Word: territories

lobbys anti-choix.

Score: 5

Key Word: First Nations

Key Word: child care

Highlight: Over the long term,

Score: 6

Key Word: indépendantistes

will start by strengthening

Score: 7

this means working with the

Highlight: It accounts for about

Score: 4

Canada Post’s existing mandate,

Highlight: But raising a family can

provinces and territories to cap

5% of Canada’s population and

Highlight: Les femmes et les

be expensive – especially in the

and reduce tuition fees, and

comprises First Nations,

hommes du Bloc Québécois sont

agreements
Score: 5

Key Word: parliament

early years when many moms

building towards making post-

Highlight: Deliver Compensation

Score: 2

and dads are earning less, but

secondary education part of our

Key Word: investment

to Farmers Affected by Free-

Highlight: By electing a strong

baby gear and child care costs

public education system so kids

Score: 5

Trade Deals To support our

caucus of Green members of

more.

can go from kindergarten to a

Highlight: Economy: Encouraging
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supply managed farmers who

parliament, you will give Canada

have lost market share because

the best possible chance to rise

Key Word: territories

Investment and Productivity

Score: 3

Growth Issue There are only two

Highlight: PLATEFORME

of free trade agreements, we will

to the challenge.

Score: 6

Key Word: environment

ways to create more wealth and

POLITIQUE CAMPAGNE

Highlight: And we will work with

Score: 4

prosperity: we can either work

ÉLECTORALE 2019 Le respect du

Key Word: commission

interested provinces, territories

Highlight: FAIR TRADE THAT

more or work more efficiently

Québec,

Score: 1

and communities to establish a

GROWS OUR ECONOMY AND

through increased productivity.

Key Word: carbon tax

Highlight: A Green government

national approach to beneficial

BENEFITS MORE PEOPLE

Score: 4

will re-introduce legislation to

ownership so that law

CANADIANS KNOW THAT TRADE

Key Word: responsibility

économique

Highlight: Repeal the Trudeau

enshrine UNDRIP in Canadian law

enforcement and tax authorities

IS essential for our economic

Score: 4

Score: 2

Carbon Tax To reduce the cost of

and implement the calls to action

have the tools necessary to crack

success.They expect that trade

Highlight: Responsibility

Highlight: L'avenir du Québec

your home heating, gas,

from the Truth and Reconciliation

down on financial crime in the

deals will be fair, respect human

Although Ottawa spends about

passe par le nationalisme

groceries, and everyday

Commission and the Inquiry into

real estate sector, while

rights, protect the environment,

$21 billion a year on aboriginal

économique, par la protectio n'et

essentials, we will scrap the

Missing and Murdered

respecting Canadian privacy

and put the interests of Canadian

programs, there is little evidence

la promotion de ce qui nous

Trudeau Carbon Tax.

Indigenous Women and Girls.

rights.

workers and communities first.

that living conditions have been

enrichit et nous distingue.

deliver promised compensation
to affected sectors.

career without the barrier of cost.

Key Word: nationalisme

improving in aboriginal
Key Word: regulations

Key Word: Métis Nation

Key Word: manufacturing

communities.

Score: 3

Score: 5

Score: 3

Highlight: we will implement a 2-

Highlight: Working in partnership

Highlight: This strategy will make

Key Word: health care

Highlight: Tant qu'il ne devi

for-1 rule whereby the

with First Nations, Inuit, and the

sure that Canadian product lines

Score: 3

endra pas coûteux de polluer et

government would have to get

Métis Nation, we have made

and manufacturing processes are

Highlight: Health Care: Giving

payant de réduire son empreinte

rid of two regulations before

good progress in the last four

adapted to meet changing

Provinces the Incentives to Deal

carbone, le Canada continuera de

imposing any new one.

years – helping to deliver a better

consumer needs and evolving

with Wait Times and Rising Costs

polluer et le Québec peinera à

quality of life for many

realities in the manufacturing

Issue Canada’s public health care

prendre son envol.

Key Word: emissions reduction

Indigenous Peoples after a

industry – while protec ting

system has the dubious

Score: 2

decade of indifference and

workers for the long term.

distinction of having the worst

Highlight: However, as confirmed

neglect.

Score: 1

wait times of any developed

by the Parliamentary Budget

Key Word: long-term care

Officer, for Trudeau to meet his

Key Word: tax breaks

Score: 2

emissions reduction target, the

Score: 4

Highlight: Available online at:
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carbon tax will have to increase

Highlight: Canadian families need

https://www.unicef-

Score: 2

fivefold from where it is today by

high quality, affordable child care

irc.org/article/1620-global-press-

Highlight: Ensure that every

2030, across the country.

solutions, not tax breaks for the

rel ease-innocenti-report-card-

candidate for immigration

wealthy at everyone else’s

14.html BETTER ACCESS TO

undergoes a face-to-face

expense.

QUALITY HOME CARE AND

interview and answers a series of

LONG-TERM CARE OUR

specific questions to assess the

Key Word: plastic waste
Score: 1
Highlight: Ban the Exports of

Key Word: Indigenous Peoples

PARENTS AND GRANDPARENTS

extent to which they align with

Plastic Waste To manage our

Score: 3

BUILT this country.

Canadian values and societal

plastic waste, rather than using

Highlight: we promised a new

other countries as dumping

relationship with Indigenous

Key Word: struggling

grounds, we will ban the export

Peoples – one that would help

Score: 1

Key Word: development aid

of plastic waste unless it can be

deliver a better quality of life for

Highlight: And seniors should

Score: 1

shown that it will be recycled at

their families and communities.

never backs on families who are

Highlight: corporate welfare,

struggling to stay be forced out

foreign development aid, CBC,

Key Word: Indigenous

of the communities that they’ve

equalization payments, and

Languages

in the communities where they

funding for programs which are

Score: 2

live and work.

provincial or municipal

its destination.

norms.

Highlight: Indigenous Languages
We will fully implement the
Indigenous Languages Act.
Key Word: sufficient funding
Score: 1
Highlight: We will also move
forward with long-term,
predictable, and sufficient
funding to support the full
implementation of the Act.
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